Introduction
Automatical segmentation and classification of bones from CT images is an important task in medical diagnostic, surgery planning and visualization. Traditionally classification of bones is done by thresholding methods plus some postprocessing steps. Actually, thresholding methods should work very well on CT images as bones have a fixed Hounsfield value range. But due to partial volume effects caused by the sampling process of CT signals the Hounsfield values of air and soft tissue resp. soft tissue and bones overlap each other. A low contrast between bones and soft tissue can be locally observed and complicates the classification process. [WBKK97] uses an adaptive threshold method based on a structure tensor to overcome this problem.
Essentially, our new approach is based on the 3d generalization of the CSC (Color Structure Code). The CSC was invented by [PR93] with application to real-time segmentation of 2d color images. It is a robust and fast region growing method where color (resp. gray) similar and overlapping segments are hierarchically merged. The hierarchically merging is steered by a hexagonal island hier-archy of overlapping islands. In section 2 we present the CSC segmentation technique and its 3d generalization. Unfortunately, the 3d generalization of the CSC leads to some difficulties.
The CSC applied to a CT image will produce a set of (homogeneous) segments. In a postprocessing (section 3) step these segments will be classified into three classes: air, soft tissue and bones. Furthermore, we distinguish air that is outside (background) resp. inside (enclosed air) the object of investigation. As the Hounsfield Values of air and soft tissue resp. soft tissue and bones may overlap each other, the classification process does not only depend on the average Hounsfield value of each segment but also some topological information about the image is taken into account.
The 3d Cell Structure Code
The original Color Structure Code (CSC, see [PR93] ) is an inherently parallel, hierarchical region growing method for 2d images. The region growing process is steered by a hexagonal island hierarchy (see fig. 1 ) which was invented by Hartman [Har87] . The pixels of an image are organized in a hexagonal topology. Seven pixels -one center pixel an its six neighbors -form an island of level 0. By defining each second pixel of each second row as a center pixel an interesting overlapping pattern of islands of level 0 is achieved. Each island of level 0 overlap with six other islands of level 0, where two islands of level 0 overlaps just in one common pixel. Generally, an island I of level n+1 is formed by seven overlapping islands I 1 , . . . I 7 of level n -one center island and its six overlapping neighbor islands. We denote I 1 , . . . , I 7 as the sub-islands of I and I as their parent island.
The hexagonal island hierarchy fulfills some very nice properties. In this paper we just mention the most important ones (for a detailed discussion see [Stu04] ):
1. Coverability: Each island of level n (except the top most island) has at least one parent island. 2. Plainness: Two overlapping islands of level n+1 overlap in exactly one island of level n.
Saturation:
Each island of level n has at most two parent islands. Center islands have only one parent island.
4. Density: Two overlapping islands of level n have at least one common parent island.
The segmentation process is done in all hierarchy levels beginning with level 0. Within all islands of level 0 a segmentation is done independently from each other: Gray resp. color similar and neighbored pixels within one island of level 0 are merged to an initial segment of level 0. As an island of level 0 consists only of 7 pixels this operation is simple and fast. We assume that all segments of level n are already detected. All overlapping and gray similar segments of level n within the seven sub-islands of each island of level n+1 are merged to a segment of level n+1. Thus, segments grow hierarchically to larger segments. This growing process stops if no segments can be merged any further. This happens at least on the top most level where only one island exists that covers the whole image. Sometimes two overlapping segments of level n+1 are not similar. In this case their common sub-segment of level n will be optimally divided between these two segments. For more information about this splitting operation see [PR93] .
In practice the pixels of an image are not in a hexagonal but in an orthogonal topology. Therefor, the hexagonal island hierarchy is just considered as a logical structure on the orthogonal grid (see fig. 2 ).
To generalize the 2d CSC for 3d voxel images a 3d cell (3d analogon of an island) hierarchy is needed that fulfills nearly all properties of the hexagonal island hierarchy. Unfortunately, such a cell hierarchy does not exist. In Figure 3 two kinds of cells are presented that build up a cell hierarchy. The first cell type S 15 is a suggestion of the Research The CSC has one parameter T that steers the similarity criterion. Two segments (or voxels) are similar if their average Hounsfield value is smaller than threshold T .
The Classification Process
The classification process is divided into three steps: preprocessing (Section 3.1), segmentation (Section 3.2) and postprocessing (Section 3.3).
Preprocessing
Normally we use use the Kuwahara filter [KHEK76] as the preprocessing step to reduce noise in the CT image. However, if the resolution is low very thin bone structures may be destroyed by the filter. In such cases it is better to use no preprocessing step.
Segmentation
In the following segmentation we apply the 3d CSC with a rather small but fixed similarity threshold. A small thresh- old will widely prevent segments from containing voxels of different classes. For a low threshold the disadvantages of the S 15 -CSC compared to the C 19 -CSC, see [PSW05] , are negligible. Thus we focus in this paper only on the S 15 -CSC.
Postprocessing
One cannot expect that after the segmentation step each tissue class will be represented by exactly one segment. As bones have a wide range of Hounsfield values and are not always connected they will be disaggregate in many small segments. Background and soft tissue are more homogeneous than bones and will be represented only by some large segments. Due to this oversegmentation, a postprocessing step is necessary, that classifies the CSC segments into the classes background, soft tissue, bones and enclosed air. As some segments cannot be grouped correctly into their classes solely by their average Hounsfield value (abbr.: AHV) we also use topological information to make the segment classification more robust. E.g. we know that soft tissue is surrounded by background and bones are surrounded by soft tissue.
The postprocessing is divided into several sub-steps. First, a histogram analysis is done to obtain some important thresholds for the classification automatically (Section 3.3.1). By using these thresholds a segment classification into background and soft tissue is performed. A first incomplete segment classification is done (Section 3.3.2) which is completed in an additional step (Section 3.3.3).
Histogram Analysis
The histogram of a CT image contains three different peaks representing from left to right the classes air, soft tissue and bones. To obtain some useful thresholds for the classification we approximate the histogram of the CT image by a sum of three Gaussian curves where each Gaussian represents one peak of the histogram. We follow the scale space method of [Car87] to obtain a first approximation of the parameters of the Gaussian curves. By using the popular EM [DLR77] (expectation-maximization) algorithm these parameters are further refined. The means µ air , µ sof t and µ bone of the Gaussians and their crossing points T air,sof t and T sof t,bone are used as thresholds in the segment classification.
A first background and soft tissue detection
In a first step background segments are indentified. Segments with an AHV smaller than T air,sof t are classified as background segments if their contact surface with the image border is sufficiently high.
Segments or small clusters of connected segments that are completely surrounded by already classified background segments are also classified as background if their AHV is smaller than T air,sof t or if they are small and their AHV is smaller than T sof t,bone .
The largest segment whose AHV is between T air,sof t and T sof t,bone is classified as soft tissue. There are three kinds of remaining segments that are completely surrounded by soft tissue: Segments with a low AHV that should be classified as enclosed air, segments with a high AHV that should be classified as bones and some remaining segments that should be classified as soft tissue. This is done in the following steps (Section 3.3.4).
Bone and enclosed air detection
In this step a new histogram H is computed of all voxels that belong to a soft tissue segment or an unclassified segment that is enclosed in the soft tissue. Let T D be the AHV of the soft tissue that is detected up to now. H is divided into a dark H dark and bright part H bright by T D . As the peaks in H dark are very thin (small variance) and close together, we use the FCM algorithm to compute a threshold T encair that separates the soft tissue from the enclosed air. For H bright we use the scale space approach with EM optimization instead. The result is a new threshold T bones which separates bones from soft tissue. Both thresholds T encair and T bones are used for a first classification of enclosed air and bones. All segments surrounded by soft tissue with an AHV smaller than T encair are classified as enclosed air. All segments surrounded by bones with AHV higher than T bones are classified as bones. Remaining segments with an AHV between T encair and T bones that are not classified with the methods from section 3.3.3 will be classified here. For each remaining segment S we compute the AHV V A of its neighbor segments classified as A with A ∈ {bones, soft tissue, enclosed air}. S will be classified as A if its AHV is most close to V A . Figure 4 shows the classification results of three CT images (rat, skull and mouse) as 3d visualizations. Only soft tissue (light gray), bones (white) and enclosed air (dark gray) are visualized. The background is transparent. In figure 5 three slices through the original, segmented and classified rat image are shown. To get an appropriate visualization of these slices the histogram was spread to the full gray level range. There exists a manual classification of the CT rat image created by the research center Juelich. They down-sampled the image and did a CSC segmentation with a very small threshold. For the segmentation they used the CSC steered by the S 15 cell hierarchy. All CSC segments were then classified manually into the classes background, bones and body. The class body is a superset consisting of soft tissue and enclosed air. For each class T of the semi-automatical classification and the corresponding class C in the automatical classification we compute the coverability rate CR T (C) of C by T , i.e. the number of voxels belonging to C and T divided by the number of voxel in T , and the error rate ER T (C) of C by T , i.e. the number of voxels belonging to C but not to T divided by the number of voxels in C. For the rat image the coverability rate for bones (resp. enclosed air + soft tissue) is 95.97% (resp. 98.23%) while the error rate is only 9.20% (resp. 1.17%). Applying the Kuwahara filter before the segmentation decreases the quality of bone classification. With filter the coverability rate of bones (resp. body) is 69.95% (resp. 98.51%) and the error rate 3.07%
Results

